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Abstract. A large numberof oxygenatedorganicchemicals(peroxyacylnitrates,alkyl nitrates,
acetone,formaldehyde,methanol,methylhydroperoxide,
aceticacidandformic acid) were measured
duringthe 1997 SubsonicAssessment(SASS) Ozone and Nitrogen Oxide Experiment(SONEX)
airbornefield campaignover the Atlantic. In this paper,we presenta first pictureof the distribution of theseoxygenatedorganicchemicals(Ox-organic)in the troposphereand the lower stratosphere,and assesstheir sourceand sinkrelationships.In boththe troposphereandthe lower
stratosphere,
the total atmosphericabundanceof theseoxygenatedspecies(ZOx-organic)nearly
equalsthat of total nonmethanehydrocarbons(ZNMHC), which have been traditionallymeasured.
A sizablefractionof the reactivenitrogen(10-30%) is presentin its oxygenatedorganicform.
The organicreactivenitrogenfractionis dominatedby peroxyacetylnitrate(PAN), with alkyl ni-

tratesandperoxypropionyl
nitrate(PPN)accounting
for<5%of totalNOy. Comparison
of observationswith the predictionsof the Harvard three-dimensionalglobalmodel suggeststhat in many
key areas(e.g.,formaldehydeandperoxides)substantialdifferencesbetweenmeasurements
andtheory are presentandmustbe resolved. In the caseof CH3OH, thereappearsto be a large mismatch
betweenatmosphericconcentrations
and estimatedsources,indicatingthe presenceof major unknownremovalprocesses.Instrumentintercomparisons
as well as disagreements
betweenobservationsandmodelpredictionsare usedto identify neededimprovementsin key areas. The atmosphericchemistryand sourcesof this groupof chemicalsis poorly understoodeven thoughtheir
fate is intricatelylinked with uppertroposphericNOx and HOx cycles.

1. Introduction

per troposphere(UT) and sequesterreactive nitrogen [Singh et
al., 1995; Jaeglg et al., 1997; Wennberg et al., 1998; CrawOxygenated hydrocarbonspecieshave the potential to play ford et al., 1999]. In general, measurementsof organic oxyan important role in processesof atmospheric ozone forma- genated species in remote troposphere are extremely sparse
tion [Loyd, 1979; Singh et al., 1995; Wennberg et al., 1998].
and often limited to a few species. In the stratosphere, these
Unlike most hydrocarbons, many oxygenated species can be
measurementsare virtually nonexistent [Singh et al., 1997].
photolyzed throughoutthe troposphere. Carbonyls and perox- The Subsonic Assessment (SASS)Ozone and Nitrogen Oxide
ides are potential sourcesof HOx free radicals, and molecules Experiment (SONEX)/DC-8 airborne field campaign of Octosuchas acetonecan form peroxyacetylnitrate (PAN) in the upber/November1997, with its focus on the NOx-HOx-O3 chemistry, provided a uniqueopportunity to characterize the distribution of severalimportantoxygenatedorganic speciesin the
1EarthScienceDivision,NASA Ames ResearchCenter, Moffett
Field, Califomia.
troposphereand the "lowermost" stratosphere(LS) over the
2Department
of EarthandPlanetary
Sciences,
HarvardUniversity, Atlantic. An overview of the SONEX mission has been proCambridge, Massachusetts.
vided by Singh et al. [1999].
3MaxPlanckInstitute
ftir Kemphysik,
Heidelberg,
Germany.
4Atmospheric
Chemistry
Division,NationalCenterfor Atmospheric In this paper, we provide a description of the atmospheric disResearch, Boulder, Colorado.
tribution of selectoxygenatedorganic speciesas measureddur5Department
of Chemistry,
Universityof Califomia,Irvine.
ing the 1997 SONEX mission. These species include organic
6Center
for Atmospheric
Chemistry
Studies,
Universityof RhodeIs- nitrates (per.oxyacyl nitrates, alkyl nitrates), carbonyls
land, Narragansett.
7Institute
for theStudyof Earth,Oceans,andSpace,University
of (acetone, formaldehyde), alcohols (methanol, ethanol), peroxides (methylhydroperoxide), and acids (acetic acid, formic
New Hampshire,Durham.
8Earth
Science
Division,
NASALangley
Research
Center,Hampton, acid). Instrumentation and measurement methods are not deVirginia.
scribedhere but have been previously published [Singh et al.,
9SolarTerrestrialEnvironmental
Laboratory,NagoyaUniversity, 1999; Schumann et al, 1999; and references therein].
Toyokawa, Japan.

SONEX/DC-8

and the Pollution From Aircraft

Emissions in the

North Atlantic Flight Corridor (POLINAT-2)/Falcon aircraft
platformsalso offered limited opportunitiesfor instrumentintercomparisons
and theseresultsare discussed.In addition,the
Harvard three-dimensional(3-D) global model has been used to
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pospheric observationshave also been comparedwith the
Harvard3-D globalmodel(4ølatitudex 5ø longitude grid size),
cals.
an earlier versionof which has been describedby Wang et al.
[1998a, b]. The presentversion has improved descriptionsof
chemistry and emissions, and higher vertical resolution (20
2. Discussion of Results
layers versus9 layers) making it more appropriate for upper
troposphericsimulations. The model transports 24 tracers,
It is pertinentto note that during SONEX attention was focusedon the UT regionof the atmospherethat has been previ- including oddoxygen (Ox = O3 + NO2 + 2NO3), NOx, HNO3,
ously minimally studied. SONEX objectives also were such N205, HNO4, threeperoxyacylnitrates,a lumpedalkyl nitrate,
CO, alkanes (ethane, propane, higher alkanes), alkenes, isothat much of the data were collected between 40ø-65øN latitudeswith only one flight going as far south as 20øN. The prene, carbonyls(acetoneand higher alkyl ketones, formaldestratospherewas frequentlysampledalthough O_•concentra- hyde, and higher alkyl aldehydes,methacrolein, methylvinyl
ketone),and peroxides(H202, CH3OOH). A present shortcomtions never exceeded450 ppb, and N20 was never below 300
ppb. This region of the stratospherehas been commonly de- ing is that the model contains 1993 meteorology. Comparison of the 1993 simulation with SONEX observations
should
fined as the "lowermoststratosphere"
(LS). With this perspecstill be useful in terms of mean concentrations
and concentrative in mind, a greater emphasis is placed on the UT/LS retion gradients. Fuelberg et al. [this issue] conclude that,
gions. Only SONEX data collectedon the DC-8 are usedin this
variability, 1997 wasa climastudy. POLlNAT Falcon data are occasionally consideredfor withinthenormalyear-to-year
tologically averageyear. In the following section, we shall
purposes of comparisons.
TheSONEXNOydatawereexamined
againstseveraltracers discussthe distribution,sources,and sinks of selectedorganic
speciesin the troposphereand the LS.
that may be usedto distinguishthe stratospherefrom the trocompare these observationswith model predictions. We also
provide an assessmentof the sourcesand sinks of these chemi-

posphere(03, N20, andCO). It was determinedthat a simple
filter (O3>100ppb andZ>6 km) was adequateto define periods
of stratospheric
influences. This filter has been applied to all
tropospheric/stratosphericobservations discussedhere. Tro-

2.1.

Tropospheric

Figure1 showstheverticaldistribution
of 03 andCO (a useful tracer)as observedduringSONEXover the North Atlantic
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Figure 1. Troposphericverticalandlatitudinaldistributionof 03 andCO overthe AtlanticduringSONEX.
Periodsof stratospheric
influences(O3>100ppb;Z>6 kin) are excluded. The vertical structureis for 45ø-65øN
with averagescalculated
over 2-km bins. Latitudinaldistributionis for the uppertropospherebasedon data
collectedbetween8-12 km with averages
calculatedover5øbins. Resultsfrom the Harvard3-D global model

areaveraged
over5ø-70øWlongitude(SONEXregime)andareshownin similarlines(nodatapoints).
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2.1.1.
Organic nitrates.
An onboard gas chromatograph (GC)operated by the NASA Ames group measured
peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN), peroxypropionyl nitrate (PPN),
methyl nitrate (MN), and ethyl/i-propyl nitrates in real time.
The stablealkyl nitrates(methyl, ethyl, i-propyl, and 2-butyl)
were also measuredfrom the whole air samplescollectedby the
University of California, Irvine group. Figure 3 shows a scatterplot of thesemeasurementsobtainedby the two groups during the SONEX mission. Recognizingthat the two techniques
of sample collection are widely different, sampling times are
not exactly identical, and mixing ratios are quite low, agreement between the onboard GC and canister sampled measurements is consideredquite good. Statisticalmeasuresof ensemble averages indicated that these two data sets could be combined for all intents and purposes. PAN measurementswere
not duplicatedon the DC-8, and it was also not measuredon the
POLINAT-2/Falcon, so no comparisonis possible.
Figure 4 shows the troposphericdistribution of reactive or-

ganicnitrogenspecies
alongwiththatof NOy,a measure
of
the total available reactive nitrogen. Among this group of organic nitrates,PAN was the most abundant at --200 ppt in the
lower troposphereand --50 ppt in the UT (Figures 4a and 4b).

lOOO

TypicallyPANaccounted
for 10-30%of the availableNOy.
The higher concentrationsin the lower troposphereare indicative of continental pollution influences over the Atlantic.

5OO

Figure4 alsoshowsa comparison
of modeled
PANandNOy
with SONEX observations with reasonable agreement. The
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Figure 2. Tropospheric vertical and latitudinal distribution
of total oxygenated chemicals (:ZOx-organic) and total nonmethanehydrocarbons(:ENMHC) over the Atlantic as measured
during SONEX. Layout is the sameas in Figure 1.

The uppertropospheric
latitudinaldistributionis described
by
averagingdataover the 8-12 km altitudebin. The actualdata
(1-min average)are alsoshownto give someidea of the distributionof sampling.It is evidentthat southof 40øNthe samplingis muchsparserthanat higherlatitudes.HigherCO mixing ratiosin the lower troposphere
are indicativeof pervasive
influences over the Atlantic.

0

issue].

Figure2 providesa perspective
on the abundance
anddistribution of total oxygenatedchemicals(:SOx-organic)in relation to that of nonmethanehydrocarbons(:ENMHC)measured
duringSONEX. TheseNMHC includeda large numberof alkanes, alkynes, alkenes, and aromatics. It is evident from
Figure2 that in the remotetroposphere,oxygenatedorganics
are collectivelyas abundantasNMHCs. Becausemanyof them
are easily photolyzedat tropospheric
wavelengths,their influenceon uppertroposphericchemistrycan be far greaterthan
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The Harvard 3-D

modelcapturesthe observeddistributionof CO quitewell. It
overestimates
Os and slightlyunderestimates
CO in the UT. A
possiblereasonfor this may be the higher than normal tropopauselevels observedduringSONEX[Fuelberget al., this
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that of NMHC. As will be discussedin the following sections,
the sources,sinks, and chemistry of these oxygenated mole-

Figure 3.
comparisonof methyl nitrate and ethyl/i-propyl
nitrate as measuredaboard the DC-8 in real time by NASA

culescan differ greatly from eachother. In many cases, significant biogenic sourcesappearto be present.

Ames (y axis) and from the analysis of whole air samplesby
UCI (x axis) during SONEX.
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Figure 4. Troposphericvertical and latitudinaldistributionof select reactivenitrogen speciesmeasuredduring SONEX. Layoutis the sameasFigurein 1. PAN, peroxyacetyl
nitrate;PPN, peroxypropionyl
nitrate;MN,

methylnitrate;
TAN, totalalkylnitrates'
Nay isthemeasured
sumof totalreactive
nitrogen
(ZN).

distribution of PPN (Figures 4c and 4d)is similar to that of
PAN, but its mixing ratios are significantly lower. This is
largelydueto the lesserabundanceof PPN precursors
as well as
its somewhatshorterlifetime. Unlike PAN and PPN, methyl
nitrate (MN)was nearly uniformly distributed in the troposphere(Figures4c and4d). It was clear that a large oceanic
source,as observedin the tropical pacific (H. Singh, unpublished data, 1996), was not present in this region. Collectively, total alkyl nitrates(TAN) were presentat relatively low
concentrationswith a distribution that was suggestiveof surface, probably anthropogenic, sources(Figures4c and 4d).
Total alkyl nitrates on averageaccountedfor less than 3% of

HOx radicals[Crawfordet al., 1999]. Acetonewasmeasuredon
the DC-8 with an onboard GC operatedby the NASA Ames
group and on the Falcon by the Max-Planck-Institute Heidelberg group who useda techniqueinvolving Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CIMS) [Arnold et al., 1997;
Wohlfrom et al. 1999]. Both instrumentsquotedsubstantial
error bars of_+25% (GC) and _+50% (CIMS).

The CIMS instru-

ment was not directly calibrated, and the reaction of product
ions with water vapor was recognizedas a potential sourceof
error. The GC methodcollecteda sampleover a 150-s period,
while the CIMS instrumenthad a muchfasterresponsetime (10
s). Figure 5 shows an example of the acetone distribution
reactive
nitrogen
(Nay). All of thesespecies
(pernitrates
and measuredby the two aircraftwhen they were in the vicinity of
nitrates)are thermally and photochemicallydissociatableand each other during the two missions. The altitudes of the two
can act both as a sourceor a sink of the available free NOx aircraftare also shown,andthe CIMS datahave been averaged
[Singh, 1987].
over the sampling time of the DC-8 instrument. During mis2.1.2.
Carbonyls. Acetoneand formaldehyde,two of sion 5 (Figure 5a), the two instrumentsproducedcomparable
the most important carbonylsin the atmosphere,were meas- data and saw acetoneconcentration
decreasein the stratosphere
uredduringSONEX. In recentyears, acetonehas been shown (at 11 km). However, the decline observedby the Falcon was
to be a globally abundantspeciesthat has the potential to less than that observedby the DC-8. Similarly,' during mis-

bothsequesterreactivenitrogen as PAN andprovidean upper
troposphericsourceof HOx radicals[Singhet al., 1994, 1995;
Arnold et al., 1997]. Similarly, formaldehydeis a well known
productof methaneoxidationand a major secondarysourceof

sion 7, the DC-8 measurement is some 30% lower than the

CIMS measurement.Theseresultsare within the quotederror
bars of theseinstruments.Figure 6 showsthe vertical and latitudinal distribution of acetonein the tropospherebased only
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ment accuracyneedsto improve in the future, it is evident that
substantial concentrations of acetone are present in the troposphere. The role of acetone as a source of HOx during
SONEX hasbeen discussedby Jaeglget al. [this issue].
Global sourcesof acetone are not well known although a

5

(Oct. 18)

OXYGENATED

first emissions
inventorywith a 40-60 Tg yr-1sourcewaspresentedby Singh et al. [1994]. Here we shall updatethis emissionsdata basedon new information. In recent years, a number of previously suggestedbiogenic pathwayshave been con-

500

ß

firmed, and new ones have been identified.

ß

o

o

4.5 104

Pastures have been

found to emit significant quantities of acetone [Kirstine et al.,
1998], and elevated levels of acetone in rural forested areas are

6.5 104

5 104
5.5 104
6 104
TIME (UTC), seconds

routinely observed [Goldan et al., 1995; Reimer et aI., 1998;
Fall, 1999; Lamanna and Goldstein, 1999]. Singh et aI.
[1994] deducedthat the 15 (+10)% acetone yield from c•pinene/OH reaction, as reported by C. Gu and co-workers

15oo
Mission

(Oct.

7

23)

(unpublished
report, 1984), wouldconstitutean =6 Tg yr-]
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sourceof acetone.More recently,(z- and [3-pineneshave been
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confirmed to have a 8-15% acetone yield upon OH reaction,
and acetoneyields from many other monoterpenesfrom OH/O•

c
c•

reactions have been determined [ReisseII et aI., 1999]. Similarly, OH oxidation of 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol, another terrestrial biogenic product, results in a 50-60% yield of acetone
[Ferronato et aI., 1998; AIvardo et aI., 1999]. Recent best es-

m
.
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I

I
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timates of the global emissions of monoterpenes and 2-

methyl-3-buten-2-ol
are 130-150 Tg yr-• and3-6 Tg yr-], re-

0

spectively [Guenther et aI., 1995; 1999; Harley et al., 1998].

5 104

On the basis of these emission

TIME (UTC), seconds

rates and the available

kinetic

information, we calculate that a secondarybiogenic sourceof

Figure 5. A comparisonof acetoneas measuredon the DC-8
(solid circles) and the Falcon (solid squares)using two independenttechniques.The altitude profile DC-8 (solid line) and
Falcon-20 (dashed line) is shown.

on the GC datacollectedon the DC-8. A slight decline in the
uppertroposphericabundanceof acetonetoward the subtropics
was observed. This is expecteddueto the greater loss of acetone due to photolysisand has been previously observedover
the Pacific [Singh et aI., 1995]. Although acetone measure-

=11 Tg yr'• of acetoneis present.This is likely to be a lower
limit as it only considers the first stages of chemical reactions, and additional secondaryformation may occur. It is also
likely that the day/night difference observed in the mixing ratio of acetonein forestedareas [Goldan et aI., 1995] is in part
due to this secondarysource. Biomass burning sourceof ace-

tone has alsobeendetermined
(3-10 Tg yr'•) from direct atmosphericmeasurementsand laboratoryexperiments[Singh et
aI., 1994; HoIzinger et al., 1999]. Acetone sourcesl¾omdead
plant matter via abiological processeshave been estimated to

be 6-8 Tg yr-• [Warnekeet aI., 1999]. Humanbreathcontains

Table 1. An Estimate of the Global Source Inventory of Acetone
SourceType

Comments*

Global Annual

Emissions,
Tg yr'l
Primary anthropogenic
Primary biogenic
Secondaryanthropogenicand biogenic
Propaneoxidation
i-Butane/i-pentaneoxidation
i-Butene/i-penteneoxidation
Monoterpene/methylbutenol

2 (1-3)
15 (10-20)

--95% NH
not well quantified

15 (10-20)
I (1-2)
1 (1-2)
11 (7-15)

--80% NH
--80% NH
--80% NH

Oxidation*

Dead/decayingplant matter
Biomassburning

6 (4-8)
5 (3-10)

Total sourcestrength

56 (37-80)

Total sink strength

40-60

--70% SH

removal via hv, OH, and slow
deposition

*NH,northern
hemisphere'
SH,southern
hemisphere
*Theseterrestrial
biogenichydrocarbons
areknownto havelargeyieldsof acetone
uponOH andO•
oxidation (see text).
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Thereis a weaklinearrelationship(R2= 0.3) betweenmetha-
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nol and formaldehydeconcentrations for all cases when data
are above LOD. This relationship might be used to suggest
that methanol is a potential source of formaldehyde or conversely a potential interferent in its measurement. At this
point, neither the possibility of additional sourcesfor HCHO
nor the potential for measurementerrors can be completely
ruled out. HCHO is a key intermediate of atmospheric oxidation whose atmosphericfate cannot be fully reconciled until
more sensitiveand accuratemeasurementsare possible.
2.1.3. Peroxides. Peroxides are secondaryproductsof
atmospheric
oxidation(RO2+ HO2--• ROOH + 02), andtheir direct emissions are extremely small in comparison [Heikes et
al., 1996; Lee et al., 1999]. The organic methylhydroperoxide
(CH3OOH)is muchless soluble than H202 and can be transported via moist cloud convectioninto the UT thus providing a
local sourceof HOx [Jaegld et al., 1997; Crawford et al.,
1999]. Both hydrogen peroxide and methylhydroperoxide
were measuredduring SONEX. A substantial fraction of the
CH3OOH data(28% within 4-8 km and 44% within 8-12 km)
were below the limit of detection.

600

Here we have used 0.5

LOD

as the mixing ratio for these. When 0.25 LOD was used for
sensitivity purposes,the mean concentrationswere minimally
altered (<5 ppt). Figure 7 showsthe vertical and UT latitudinal

400

distribution of CH3OOH. The atmospheric abundanceof
CH3OOHis comparableto that of HCHO. Even though the
model appearsto be in better agreement with observations in
the UT, this must be considered fortuitous. Throughout the
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Figure 6. Tropospheric vertical and latitudinal distribution
of acetoneandmethanolduringSONEX. Layoutis the sameas
in Figure 1.
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relativelyhigh concentrations
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4 ppb), but
this is only a significant source in indoor environments
[Lindinger eta!., 1998]. Table 1 provides an updatedsource

inventory
of acetone
witha globalsource
of 56 Tg yr" which
is nearthe upperlimit of the 40-60 Tg yr" previouslypublished by $ingh et al. [1994].

Unlike acetone,formaldehyde
hasan extremelyshortlife in
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the atmosphere(a few hours), and its sourceis expectedto be
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largelydueto hydrocarbon
oxidation. Althoughdirectemissions of formaldehydefrom automobile exhaust and biomass
burning are known to exist, these sourcesare small (<5%) in
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comparison
with the =103Tg yr" of HCHOthat canbe glob-
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ally producedfrom CH4 oxidation alone. We note that a substantial fraction of the HCHO data (42% within 4-8 km and
52% within 8-12 km) were below the limit of detection (LOD).

Here we have used0.5 LOD as the mixing ratio for these instances. When 0.25 LOD was used for sensitivity purposes,
mean concentrations in the UT were further reducedby 5-10
ppt. It is evident from Figure 7 that substantialconcentrations
of HCHO are presentin the troposphere. Figure 7 also shows
that the observed mean HCHO

concentrations
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are in reasonable

agreementwith those predicted by the Harvard model. During
typical SONEX conditions, we calculate that acetone photolysis may be responsiblefor 5-7 ppt of HCHO in the UT. It
should be noted that point models are unable to reconcile

measuredconcentrations
of HCHO which exceeded70 ppt and
shouldbe the most reliable [e.g., Jaegld et al., this issue].
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Figure 7. Troposphericvertical and latitudinal distribution
of formaldehyde and methylhydroperoxide during SONEX.
Layout is the same as Figure in 1.
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whose atmosphericfate cannot be fully reconciled with present
knowledge. The' need for more sensitive measurementsin the
UT is clearly indicated.

10

2.1.4.
E

100

i50

200

250

Alcohols.

Both

methanol

and ethanol

were

measured during SONEX.
Significant concentrations of
methanol (400-800 ppt) were present in the Atlantic troposphereat all times (Figure 6). Ethanol concentrationswere
often undetectableand nearly always below 50 ppt. The gas
phase oxidation of methanol via OH leads to formaldehyde
formation (CH•OH + OH + (02) --> CH20 + HO2 + H20), but
this processis too slow in the UT to be a significant sourceof
formaldehydeand free radicals[Singhet al., 1995]. Methanol
was less abundant in the LIT relative to acetone despite its
longerlifetime in the UT due to slow OH reactivity. Methanol
is preferentially partitioned in the gas phase even at very low

300

NOx,ppt
lOOO

temperatures
(K,= l0sMatm'l at 273øKin water).It canbe ar-

8OO

guedthat the greater relative decline of methanol comparedto
acetonein the UT is due to the presenceof secondarysourcesof
acetone throughout the troposphere. The presence of unknown, possibly heterogeneous,processesthat could provide

600

effective

sinks for methanol

also cannot

be ruled out.

A weak

linearcorrelation(R2 = 0.4) of methanolmixing ratioswith
thoseof acetoneand CO (moleculeswith comparablelifetimes)
was observed suggesting some commonalty of sources. A

400

similarrelationship
(R2 = 0.3) betweenmethanolandformal2OO

10

20

30

40

50

60

dehyde (short-lived) may be used to suggestthat methanol is a
potential source of atmospheric formaldehyde or conversely a
potential interferent in its measurement.
A source inventory for methanol does not exist, but based

70

on removalby OH andslow deposition(=0.1 cm s-l), it has
beencalculated
thata globalmethanolsourceof 40-50 Tg yr'•

LATITUDE, øN

Figure 8. Tropospheric vertical and latitudinal distribution
of NOx duringSONEX. Layoutis the sameas Figure in 1.

must exist. Recent studies of emissions from plants and
leaves, and the presenceof high concentrationsof methanol in
forested and rural areas point to a sizable biogenic source
[MacDonald and Fall, 1993; Goldan et al., 1995; Kirstine et

troposphere,the simulation of CH•OOH is a substantial overpredictionof observations.This overpredictionof CH•OOH is
contraryto previousfindingsfrom the SouthAtlantic [Jacobet
al., 1996]. We believe a major reasonfor this is due to the fact
that the observedNOx is nearly a factor of 2 larger than the
model prediction throughoutthe troposphere(Figure 8), thus
allowing for a muchfaster rate of CH•OOH formation in the
model. Uncertainties in the CH•O2 + HO2 rate constant
[Demote et al., 1997] also contribute to this disagreement.
CH•OOH is a key intermediate of secondaryHOx production

al., 1998; Reimer et al., 1998; Fall,

1999; Lainanna and Gold-

stein, 1999]. The measuredbiogenic emission rates are suffi-

cientlylargefor a methanolsourceof >100 Tg yr-• [Guentheret
al., 1995, 1999]. Large methanolsourcesfrom dead plant matter via abiological processeshave been reported to be 18-40

Tg yr'• [Warnekeet al., 1999]. Additionalsmaller sources
from biomassburning(3-17 Tg yr-l) anddirectanthropogenic
emissions
(2-4 Tg yr •) are present[Singhet al., 1995; Holzinger et al., 1999; Yokelson et al., 1999]. On the basis of the
globel model of Lawrence et al. [1999], secondary source from

Table 2. An Estimateof the Global SourceInventory of Methanol
SourceType

Global Annual

Comments

Emissions,
Tg yr'•
Primary anthropogenic
Primary biogenic

=95%

Dead/decayingplant matter
Biomassburning

3 (2-4)
75 (50-125)
18 (12-24)
20 (10-40)
6 (3-17)

Oceanic

999

likely source

Methane

oxidation

source

ß

.

.

Total sourcestrength

122 (75-210)

Total sink strength

40-50

NH

not well quantified
3-D model estimate
=70%

SH

removal

via OH

and

slow deposition
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T

60

km and 85% between 8-12 km) were below the limit of detection (LOD). As statedearlier, in Figure 9 we have used IX)D
data at a value of 0.5 LOD.

40

The UT acetic

acid abundance

is

clearlyhighlyinfluencedby the treatmentof LOD data. When
0.25 LOD was usedfor sensitivitypurposes,the UT concentrationswere reducedby about10 ppt with no perceptiblechange
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Figure 9. Troposphericvertical andlatitudinaldistribution
of acetic acid and formic acid during SONEX. Layout is the

Table 3. Mixing Ratios of SelectedTrace
Constituentsin the "Lowermost"Stratosphere
(03>100 ppb;Z>6 km) During SONEX
Trace

same as Figure in 1.

CH4/NMHC oxidationpathways(2CH302 --> CH3OH+ CH20 +

02) canbe calculated
to be =18 Tg yr-' (R. von Kuhlmann,

Chemicals

Mixing Ratios
{ Mean+(7 (Median, n) }

03, ppb
N20, ppb

191+82( 165,685)
309+3 (310, 476)

H20, ppm
CH4,ppb

46+26(40, 614)*
1722+20(1728, 582)

CO, ppb

48+14 (48, 581)

Max-Planck-Institute for Chemistry, private communication,
1999). Although CH3OH is easily synthesized in seawater
from the hydrolysisof methyl halides, no estimate of its oceanic sourceis presentlyavailable. Table 2 summarizesa first

NOy,ppt
NO, ppt
NOx, ppt

67+58 (51,586)
136+83(133, 477)

inventory
of theglobalsources
(=122Tg yr-') of methanolin-

HNO 3, ppt

649+255(628, 178)

dicatingthat its sourcesfar exceedits known sinks. If this estimate of the global methanol sourceis found to be correct,

PAN, ppt

61+29 (54, 115)

PPN,ppt
CH3ONO2,ppt
C2H5ONO2, ppt
i-C3H7ONO2,ppt
HCHO, ppt

1.7+1.3(1, 53)*
1.3_+0.6
(1.3, 218)
1.1_+0.6
(1.0, 220)
0.7_+0.8
(0.4, 220)
31+19 (25, 78)*

Acetone, ppt
CH3OH,ppt

336+225 (296, 55)
104+102(71, 55)

then removal mechanisms other than OH oxidation (and slow

deposition) must play an important role. In the boundary
layer, aerosolmedia containingOH, C1, and SO4 couldreact
with methanol to form complex products. In the middle and
UT, methanolmay also react in cloudsto oxidize into organic
acidsor reactwith U2SO4 in clouddropletsto form methanesulphonic acid [Murphy et al., 1998]. Suffice it to say that
methanolis a globally abundantorganic specieswith limited
atmosphericdata and poorly understoodsourcesand removal
processes.

2.1.5.
Organic acids. Formic and acetic acids are
ubiquitoustrace gasesin the atmosphereand contribute a large
fraction of the free acidity in precipitation in remote areas
[Keeneand Galloway, 1988]. During SONEX, formic acid was
presentin concentrations
of =45 ppt in the UT and =120 ppt in
the lower troposphere(Figure 9). The mean abundanceof acetic acid was less than half that of formic

acid.

Unlike

formic

acid, a large fractionof the acetic acid data (50% between4-8

874+194
(881,592)

CH3OOH,ppt

16+14(12, 232)*

H202, ppt

31+24 (26, 232)

CH3COOH,ppt
HCOOH,ppt

23+10(21, 172)*
39+27(30, 178)*

C2H6 , ppt
C3H8,ppt
C2H2, ppt

380!-_
160 (381,220)
38+44 (24, 220)
43+26 (37, 220)

C2H4,ppt

2+4 (1, 97)t

C6H6 , ppt
ZOx-organic, ppt
•ENMHC, ppt

4+5 (2, 178)
563+262 (507, 40)
476+245 (220, 449)

CN-fine, numbercm-3

1037+659(896,685)

*Aninstrumental
offset(=10ppm)hasbeendetected.
Actual

concentrations

are lower.

*Generallynearthelimit of detection.
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Figure 11. Mixing ratiosof selected
oxygenated
speciesas a functionof Os in the "lowermost"stratosphere.

below 7 km. Primary emissions from terrestrial vegetation
and from combustion of fuel and biomass, and secondaryformation from gas phase and liquid reactions are known to be
present [Talbot et al., 1990; Fall; 1999; Yokelson et al.,
1999]. Although acetic acid could react with OH radicals to
form HCHO (CH•COOH + OH ---> CH302 ---> CH3OOH and
HCHO), the processis quite slow, and this is at best a minor
sourceof HOx radicals. In most cases, organic acids are removed from the atmosphereby wet and dry deposition processes,and their chemistryis at besthighly uncertain[Talbot et
al., 1990, 1995; Jacob et al., 1996]. An accurateenough
sourceinventory for theseorganicacidsis not currently available to model their global distribution.

ppb]= -447+ 7.0[N20, ppb];R2 = 0.9) arein goodagreement
with previouslyreportedresultsfrom the Pacific[e.g., Singh
et al., 1997].

In nearly all cases,mixing ratios of oxygenatedorganic
speciesdeclinedrapidlyabovethe tropopause.Deeperinto the
stratosphere,
mixing ratiosof acids,peroxides,formaldehyde,
and methanol were extremely low and near the limit of detection as 03 approached
400 ppb. Figure 11 showsthe distribution of someselectedoxygenates
as a functionof Os. PAN and
acetone declined at a slower

rate than methanol

and other

NMHC (e.g., C2H6). In this region, which is believed to have

--10smolecules
cm-3of C1atoms,C1chemistry
instead
of OH

dominatesthe oxidationprocess.PAN, however,reactsnegligibly slowly with C1 atoms and may have a potential local
2.2.
Stratospheric
Distributions
sourceresultingfrom C3Hs/C2H6-C1
andacetonephotochemistry
[Demore
et
al.,
1997].
Acetone
itself
canalso be produced
The stratospherewas frequentlypenetratedduring SONEX.
oxidationin this region. The slower net loss
Chemical indicators of the stratospheric air suggestedthat from C3H8-C1
these instances representedthe "lowermost" stratosphere rate of acetonecomparedto methanol is evident from the fact
increased
(03<450ppb;N20>300ppb). Figure10 showsthe NOyand that the acetoneto methanolratio in the stratosphere
from 100 to 400 ppb. There
N20 relationship for the stratosphericdata set defined by fromabout2 to 8 asOsincreased
O3>100 ppb and Z>6 km. There is substantial scatter largely is someindication,basedon extremelysparsedata, that acetic
associatedwith the fact that sampled air is a mix of tro- acidincreasedin the LS from 40 ppt (03 -- 100-150 ppb) to 8 0
posphericand stratospheric
influences. The slope of this line ppt (03 =300-400 ppb). This is consistentwith the view that
([NOy,ppt]= 18,067-55.7[N20,
ppb];R2=0.6) is compara-acetonephotolysisfollowed by reaction of peroxyacetyl radible to but somewhatless steep than previously reported data calswithHO2(CH3CO3+ HO2 ---)CH3COOH+ 03) is a possible
[Singhet al., 1997; Keim et al., 1997]. N20 correlation with in situ sourceof the lower stratosphericacetic acid [Singh et
HNO3([HNO•,ppt] = 25,431 - 80.2[N20,ppb];R2 = 0.6), 03 al., 1997]. Table 3 summarizesthe mixing ratios of a number

([Os,ppb]= 6924- 21.9[N20,ppb];R2 = 0.9), andCH4([CH4, of selecttracespecies
asmeasured
in the-LSduringSONEX.
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Here, as in the troposphere, Ox-organics are as much or more
abundant than NMHC.

3. Conclusions

Oxygena•ed organic species are important sources of atmospheric free radicals and are intricately linked with processesof troposphericozone formation. With the exception of
formaldehyde, the interest in oxygenated hydrocarbon is relatively recent. This study makes a case that these oxygenated
species are ubiquitousand collectively are present in concentrations that are comparableto those of nonmethane hydrocarbons. They can participate in photochemistry of the troposphere in important ways and have complex biogenic
sourceswhich require better quantificationand further study. In
many cases, the sourcesand sinks of this group of chemicals
are poorly known. It is likely that important new oxygenated
speciesare presentbut have not yet been identified.
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